
Post 11  

Let us look at the signs used in Hindi in DevNagari   script.  

 

 

 

 

 

The number of consonants – There are five rows called VARGA  each having 5 signs = 25 

There are 14 additional consonantal signs  representing sounds  Y,R,L,V S (three types) H, KSHYA. TRA. 

GNYA  =11 

The vowel signs are 15  including  RI (two types ) LRI (two types)  19 

Leaving aside the above four combined signs we get 15  vowels  which are normally  used with 36 

consonants   giving a total of  15x 36=540 signs  

To this one has to include separate signs which SANDHI (combined consonants/vowels) does produce in 

Sanskrit / Hindi and most Indian languages in north, east and western India. These in an unknown script 

may appear as separate  unique signs. 

This will clearly indicate that a language can be alphabetic and yet have such large number of   distinct 

signs .Perhaps  this could also be a function of  the range of common nouns , the number of which is 

directly linked to material prosperity and intellectual attainments of the community  using that language. 

Without deriving any conclusions due to this identical feature shared by Indus script with  all  Indo 



European languages of modern India  and  limiting our efforts to text decipherment the following 

observations of GR Hunter are  of immediate relevance- 

“One of the cardinal features of the script is a system of modifying basic signs  

(a) by internal and external strokes These do not always alter the sense or pronunciation. 

(b) By the addition of one or more short strokes. The latter do modify the sound.” 

Therefore the current exercise limited to locating  of  place names in the Indus texts needs to be 

pursued with tenacity  enlarging  the number of additional signs which get automatically validated in 

this process. Care has to be taken to modify the tentative alphabetical list based on actual experience 

gained. 

  


